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Overview: 

 Sharon Doughtie comes to us from her home on 

Oahu in Hawaii. She began turning in 1993 and by 1998 was 

a full-time woodturner. Her turning, at this juncture, has 

mostly been the exploration of simple bowls, boxes and 

vessels. She uses a lot of Norfolk Island Pine, a strong, 

light wood with nice long grain, because it cuts, burns and 

colors well.  

 

For the past few years, she’s been exploring freeform designs 

based around Celtic knots and the various ways in which she can 

drape them over, around and inside vessel and box forms. Rather 

than borrowing designs from Hawaii, which has been her home for 

over 30 years, she wanted to explore something from her own 

Scottish Irish culture. It excites her that simple knotwork-type 

patterns can be found in nature, such as the von Karman vortices 

and the spiral of a fiddlehead fern, and seen in other cultures, 

such as Polynesian tattoos, Maori carvings and Middle Eastern 

vessels.  

 

Morning Session: 

 Today’s demo began with a slide show and Sharon 

discussing the evolution of her work. Because of where she lives in 

Hawaii, much of her work is influenced by the geography, beaches, 

volcanoes, and abundant wildlife. Celtic knots play an important role 

in her work. Sharon incorporates them into her Hawaiian images. 

“Drop Boxes” are a fairly recent addition to her creative work. She 

showed one that had been turned (tear drop shape). She places 

1/8” rare earth magnets in the 

tenons on the top and bottom of the 

box. This orients the design when closing the lid and permits 

the box to be picked up holding the lid without the bottom 

falling off. (In the past, her boxes had tighter lid fits, but as 

people rotated the top and bottom together to get the 

knotwork to match up, she feared it would grind the wood 

and change the lid fit over time.)  She uses straight-grained 

wood such as Cuban Mahogany that grows in Hawaii or cherry 

that she has shipped from the East Coast of the U.S. 

 A cherry blank 3x3x5 inches was placed between centers. Sharon uses a OneWay 

spring-loaded safety drive center. She discussed safety factors. In her shop, she uses 

earplugs and a face shield. She roughed the blank into a cylinder and turned a tenon on the 



tailstock end to fit into a Stronghold Chuck with 

dovetail jaws. The tenon needs to be dovetailed and 

have a true, flat surface to rest securely on the 

jaw edges. It also needs to be shallow enough so 

that it doesn’t bottom-out on the bottom jaw 

surface. She turned a second tenon on the 

headstock end of the cylinder. Then she scribed 

four equally spaced lines on the cylinder dividing 

the piece into five equal segments or fifths. Two-fifths would become the bottom or fatter 

end of the teardrop and three-fifths the top or pointed end of the drop. Sharon used a 

parting tool to partially part the piece between the second and third divisions. Some initial 

but minimal shaping was done at this point. 

 The piece was removed from between centers 

and placed on the chuck in the dovetail jaws. The 

pointed end of the teardrop was placed in the jaws. The 

parting cut started previously was completed and the 

top and bottom portions of the box separated. Sharon 

used a short tool rest. The parting cut must be 
perpendicular to the lathe axis so that the joint line 
between the top and bottom is precise. The final 
separation of the two parts was done with a twisting 

motion. However, before separating further shaping 

was done. At this point, Sharon showed how to use a flexible hot glue gun stick to check the 

curves on the surface to be sure there are no flat spots. 

(She learned this from the New Zealand turner Terry 

Scott. While the box curve was a bit small for this to work, 

it’s a good technique for training the eye to see flat spots 

on larger pieces. The glue stick can be used on both the 

inside and outside of a vessel.) The curve needs to be 

corrected before the actual separation. 

 The end of the piece (top) in the jaws was hollowed. 

Sharon used a spindle or detail gouge ground to 25 degrees. The gouge was pushed into the 

center with the flute up to create a depression. This area was then opened by rotating the 

flute counterclockwise and drawing it outward. A square-nosed scraper was used to create 

the tenon. When using the scraper, Sharon raises the tool rest and presents the scraper 

with the handle above center. She made a right-angle tenon and checked it with the square 

edge on a steel ruler. The tenon or mortise was 3/8 inch deep. Wall thickness of the box is 

also about 3/8 inch. Sharon sanded the interior using a sweeping motion to remove tool 

marks and maintain a smooth curve. She checked the flat edges of the tenon and made a 

small correctional cut. This area would not be sanded. The cut to make the tenon flat on the 

opposing surface is a very controlled cut with the bevel pointing into the wood and parallel 

to the cut angle. If it is not controlled, the tool will skate across the surface. 

 Sharon removed the top piece from the chuck and put in the bottom piece. The face 

was flattened (surfaced) with the detail gouge as described above. Then Sharon measured 

the tenon of the top piece with divider calipers and transferred that measurement to the 

bottom piece. She drew the measurement a little larger to provide a “fudge factor.” Sharon 



turned the tenon using a parting tool and cutting down to the scribed line. Little by little, 

she turned more wood away until she achieved the proper fit. (If the fit is too tight Sharon 

uses a strap wrench, used to get lids off jars, as a handy, safe way to separate the tenons.)  

The final fit does not need to be tight (but should have no slop) because the magnets that 

will be inserted later will provide a secure attachment. 

 The top was placed on the bottom and the tailstock 

brought up in preparation for rough shaping the outside of the 

piece. As before, the piece is oriented with the base of the 

teardrop shape at the headstock and the pointed end at the 

tailstock. After roughing, it was sanded. Sanding sticks of varying 

shapes can be made to match curves. The stick is covered with 

craft foam sheets that are cut to size and then wrapped with 

sandpaper. The paper is attached with a glue spray or some type of 

Velcro backing. Various hardness or softness and several profiles can be achieved with 

different types of foam. Sanding would be done up to 600 

grit followed by Liberon steel wool. 

 Sharon separated the two portions of the box using 

the lid strap and hollowed the bottom section as she did 

the top part. Sharon leaves a fair amount of wood in the 

bottom because the base will have a small divot where it 

naturally rests and some weight is needed for stability. 

She sanded the interior again using a sweeping motion with 

the paper. For demo purposes Sharon only sanded to 220 

grit. The piece was reversed and the tenon placed in the 

jaws. (The marks caused by the chuck can be textured; if the box is not going to be 

embellished, it’s better to use a jam chuck to finish the 

bottom.)  The outside profile was observed while shaping so 

that a pleasing, smooth, continuous curve was maintained from 

the tenon edge down to the foot on the base. The exterior was 

sanded as above. The two pieces were put together and 

removed from the lathe. The top or pointed portion of the box 

will be carved and not turned. This is because the tip has a 

sideways curve in it. 

 Sharon drew the formation of the curve of the top on 

the surface and began carving/cutting with Dura-GRIT cutters 

(www.duragrit.com). This method permits the quick removal of a  

lot of material. She used a Foredom tool to drive the cutters. (60 and 80 grit cutters are 

available). Sharon advises students to use the cutters that have the carbide not only on the 

edge but also on the side surfaces. This permits shaping while cutting. A Stealth hand-piece 

was used in conjunction with the Foredom tool to drive 

the cutters. This is available at Wood Carvers Supply, 

Inc. order # 792200. A lightweight right-angle grinder 

by Proxxon (the guard and cutter had been removed) was 

used with a sanding pad attached. The sanding paper is 

Velcro backed and cut larger than the pad to give some 

overhang. This permits getting into curved areas. She 



also used a bar sander (Marsh sander). The paper is 

inserted into a slot in the bar and wrapped around 

(available from Kingspor). The bar sander was used in the 

Stealth hand-piece with the Foredom tool. Tapered carbide 

cutters in many shapes can also be used in shaping. These 

are available from Treeline (www.treelineusa.com and 

carbidebur.com).  

 This completed the morning session. 

 

Afternoon Session: 

 Sharon carved a dimple in the bottom of the piece 

where it naturally sits on a flat surface. She did this using a 

ball burr. This makes the box sit on a cant. The ball burrs are 

available from Treeline, Dura-GRIT, Woodcarvers Supply, 

and MDI Woodcarvers.  

 Sharon does not sand to a final finish on areas that 

she will texture and burn. When designing curves on a vessel, 

she uses French curves that give a pleasing and continuous 

flow. The stiff French curves that are available in art stores 

can be transferred to a flexible material so curves on the 

interior and hard-to-reach places can be laid out. After 

Sharon draws the design, she uses a Durgrit cutter in the 

Stealth handle to cut the lines through the wall. Usually 

several light cuts are needed. The vessel needs to be held 

securely and in a comfortable position while cutting. After 

cutting, Sharon sanded the cut edges with the right-angle 

Proxxon tool using the padded sanding discs. 

 The magnets were inserted into the tenon on the lid 

and base of the drop box. (Magnets can be found at MSC 

order #71551691 – 0.060 thick and 0.120 diameter – phone 1-

800-645-7270 or 

http://www.forcefieldmagnets.com/catalog/index.php?cPath=23_37&osCsid=vqc9lghaemnht

r5qed7sfnpni6).  These are small disc-shaped rare earth 

magnets. Before inserting the magnets, Sharon lined up the 

wood grain between the lid and the base. She used an air-

powered piercing tool to create the holes in which to place 

the magnets. It is important that the holes are slightly 

deeper than the 1/16-inch thickness of the magnets so 

that they can be hidden with some sanding dust from 

sanding the box and using CA glue. (It is essential that the 

poles of each magnet are oriented so that they attract and 

do not repel each other.) (Note:  Earlier in the project when turning the tenon width it is 

important to remember that the magnets are 1/8 inch wide so that the tenons need to be a 

little larger to accommodate the holes pierced to house them.) 

 Sharon began the burning portion of her demo. Burning tips can be bought or made. 

Bought ones may come just as a tip or a tip attached to a hand piece. For incising lines, 



Sharon uses a round heel spear point tip. Several burners are 

available – Colwood, Detail Master, Razertip and Optima. 

Sharon and her husband will have one available in a year or 

two.. It should prove to be a high wattage burner and able to 

do anything needed for wood burning. Significantly high 

wattage is necessary for properly heating the wire and not 

losing much heat with each burn. It is important to wear 

safety glasses and to have a small fan to blow the smoke 

away. Sharon uses a 6B pencil to draw lines where she will burn. Burning in 3D is quite 

different than on a flat surface. One must contend with the shape of the line in addition to 

the curve of the surface. The tip must be kept clean – 

this can be done with a wire brush. It is also important 

to keep the edge of the tip sharp and that can be done 

with a diamond hone plate. Sharon keeps her ring finger 

and pinky together on the work for balancing the hand-

piece. The workpiece needs to be rotated as one 

progresses along the line. It is important to work at a 

comfortable height and in a comfortable position. 

Lacquer thinner gets rid of most residual pencil lines. 

Hand-pieces get hot, so it is good to have several to 

switch around. If possible, use tips that are an integral 

part of the hand-piece because there is less heat loss due to poor fittings. For repeating 

lines, Sharon used a Detail Master 11a tip. She does the stippling with a homemade tip of 

Nichrome 80 wire. It comes in several gauges; Sharon 

uses 21, 20, 18, and 16 size wires. (The larger number 

the finer the wire. For stippling Sharon uses #18 wire.) 

When making a tip the two legs of the tip must not 

touch each other. A piece of paper or cardboard can be 

placed between them to prevent contact but be sure to 

remove the cardboard before burning. By shaping one’s 

own tip, there is almost no end to patterns and shapes. 

For complete circles the wire can be bent around a 

round piece of steel to form semicircles. When 

opposing semicircles are burned, very neat circles can 

be achieved. The wire can  be flattened with a hammer and the burning edge sanded smooth 

to achieve a better burning surface. Duckbill pliers are good for bending burning tips in half. 

Overburn can usually be removed with a small 3M flap sander using 60 grit discs. The final 

technique shown was with a tip that was flattened and 

sanded to a cutting edge with the heel rounded. With 

this tip thin and thick lines and curves can be made. 

The tip can be bent to create other shapes. (Note:  

Before first using a burning tip the tip must be 

annealed – heat it red hot and let it cool slowly. This 

hardens it and makes it last longer.) 

 Sharon demonstrated her finishing techniques. 

She uses Cabot oil-based sanding sealer diluted with 30 



percent mineral spirits to coat the untextured areas on 

her pieces. She applies it with a rag that is initially 

wetted with paint thinner. She coats the wood surface 

evenly and hastens drying using a heat gun. This is a 

particularly good technique for humid climates. Sharon 

uses three coats of Cabot on the inside and the outside. 

Once dry she cuts it back with Scotch Brite pads, as 

needed. The piece is then ready for coloring. It is 

important to put some kind of sealer on the wood that 

will not be colored before applying any color. The sealer 

acts as a resist and mistakes can easily be cleaned up. 

Coloring can be done with oil, alcohol or water-based 

colors. They cannot be mixed. Golden acrylic paints are 

of high quality. Soap and water clean up acrylics. 

Denatured alcohol cleans alcohol based colors (such a leather dye). For detail work, such as 

fine lines, quality liner brushes should be used. Cheaper brushes can be used for larger 

areas. Stiffer brushes are better with acrylics to help spread the paint and softer brushes 

are better with leather dyes, which tend to splatter. Leather dye penetrates deeply so care 

must be taken on thin walled vessels. Heavy layers of paint should not be applied or they will 

obscure the texture. Multiple thin coats are better. Milk paints were shown where 50 

percent powder is mixed with 50 percent water. After the final painting, Krylon UV 

inhibitor is sprayed followed by a.Krylon Matte sealer. 

 Texture paste from Golden was shown. It can be 

mixed with colors and /or GAC 200 (hardening media). 

This is applied with a cloth or paper towel. It can be fine, 

medium, or thick and produces raised areas. It can be 

applied over the entire surface and lines cut and designs 

scratched into it. Humidity can greatly alter drying 

times. 

 This completed a very interesting and detailed 

demo. Sharon had three handouts:  Making a Drop Box, 

Burning Demo Handout, and Sharon Doughtie’s Resource 

List. These will be available on the CMW Website. A DVD 

and VCR will be available at the October 2008 meeting. 

           

 

 

 


